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MARGURITE: 

 

Daddy made me come home from the hospital tonight. It’s Christmas Eve, he 

said, and I should come home and rest because tomorrow he’ll need me back 

up there, sitting in the waiting room, waiting, waiting, waiting because Mama 

is in a room she’ll never come out of and we have to keep what he calls “the 

vigil.” 

 

So I came home and I looked at the tree, our glorious tree. Mama always 

made sure our tree was glorious. That was one of her favorite words, 

“glorious.” And I cried a little bit, and then I undecorated the tree. On 

Christmas Eve. I took off the lights and the bulbs and the tinsel and now I’m 

sitting here looking at a tree that only that only has eighteen ornaments left. 

One for every year of my life. Mama did that. Since I was a little baby she put 

something on me, something that was mine on the tree every year. The poor 

old tree looks pretty bare with only eighteen ornaments. 

 

This year she said it must be the best ever. Daddy always put the lights on 

first. Then we all did the bulbs and the tinsel. Then after all that was done 

…one at a time she would take the parts of me, a new one every year, out of a 

shoe box and choose a place to hang them. Eighteen parts of me are all that 

are left on the tree tonight. My first rattle. A baby bootie, little stuffed toad. A 

roller skate key that she sprayed with gold paint and put a ribbon on. My first 

and only “A” report card trimmed with green and red fringe. A little yellow 

hot pad…when she first taught me to crochet I could only do one stitch and 

everything I made turned out to be a hot pad. A little rhinestone necklace…my 

first piece of jewelry and oh, how grand I thought it was. 

 

A little tin ashtray I stole from a motel in Monterey the first summer we went 

to the beach. She painted it silver and glued red sequins around the edge to 

spell my name…Margurite. An empty bottle of Evening in Paris…my first 

bottle of perfume given to me by the fat boy who lived down the block…he 

got skinny and handsome as he grew up…he left home and nobody knows 

were he is now. The little Evening in Paris bottle is the deepest shade of blue. 



A fan-shaped seashell from Monterey beach. She painted it, real careful, 

making every stripe a different color. Mostly silver and blue. It’s ever so 

pretty. An old subway token I brought back from my first trip to New York 

City. And my braces. Best of all, my braces. The day the dentist took them off 

she stuffed them into her purse…and, sure enough, come Christmas, they 

were covered with glitter and hanging on the tree… 

 

So that’s what’s left on the tree…and I would like to smash it all…smash the 

tree and all those little parts of me she saved and kept year after year after 

year. But I won’t. I’ll just go to bed and tomorrow morning I’ll get up and 

ignore those presents that sit under that ugly, meaningless tree …and I’ll take 

a taxi back downtown to the hospital and join my daddy in the waiting room 

and help him keep “the vigil” the vigil of the last Christmas.  

 

Oh circle, circle, circle…things move in a circle. If they could only go in a 

straight line. Oh well. Oh well. I don’t think I’ll sleep tonight…and I’ll clean 

up this mess later, maybe tomorrow, maybe the next day.(she sings “Jingle 

Bells” very quietly.) 

   

 

 


